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Preface

Dealing with life sciences, we are accustomed to concentrate on new
developments and so, for preparing a new edition, the most important question
is: what should be actualized? However, focusing on recent outcomes let easily
overlook the fact that any progress in science rests on fundamental rules, which
are not subject to rapid changes. Their profound knowledge is an inevitable
prerequisite for sound practices.This holds just for enzyme kinetics. Its essential
relationships were derived already during the middle of the twentieth century,
and striking new developments are not to be expected.Therefore, the theoretical
part could largely be adopted from the previous edition. Extensively revised and
extended is the chapter about ribozymes in order to illustrate analogies and
divergences of these RNA enzymes in comparison to protein enzymes. Further
changes concern the methodical part. Additional methods are included, such as
the application of the NMR technique for binding and enzyme kinetics and the
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
Special attention is paid to the comprehensibility of the not-always-easy mat-

ter. Larger passages of the text are revised in order to make the subject readily
understandable. In this regard, many figures were redrawn in color not only to
make them more attractive but also to enable a more differentiated representa-
tion of the subject. Only the graphs with exactly calculated curve progressions
remained unchanged.
I thankDr FrankOtmarWeinreich andDrAndreas Sendtko fromWILEY-VCH

for their valuable suggestions and for steadily supporting the preparation of this
edition.

Tübingen, May 2017
Hans Bisswanger
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Units indicated in brackets.

Special, rarely used abbreviations are defined in the text.

A, B, C ligands, substrates
[A], [B], [C] concentration terms for ligands/substrates (similarly for enzymes,

products, inhibitors, etc.)
A absorption measure
AUC area under the curve
B absolute bioavailability
C concentration
CL clearance
D diffusion coefficient
E Euler number (e= 2.71828)
E enzyme, macromolecule
Ea activation energy
EC50 effective concentration
F relative intensity of fluorescence
FRET fluorescence resonance energy transfer
ΔG∘ standard Gibbs energy
G electric conductance (S)
ΔH∘ standard reaction enthalpy
H Planck’s constant (6.626× 10−34 J s)
hs transport coefficient of substrate
I inhibitor
I light intensity
IC50 inhibitory concentration
J flux (e.g., of a ligand from one compartment to another)
IU enzyme unit (international unit, μmol min−1, 1 IU= 16.67 nkat,

1 nkat= 0.06 IU)
K microscopic equilibrium constant
K ′ macroscopic equilibrium constant
K a association constant
K app apparent equilibrium constant
Kd dissociation constant
K g equilibrium constant of a reaction



xiv Symbols and Abbreviations

K i inhibition constant
K ic competitive inhibition constant
K iu uncompetitive inhibition constant
Km Michaelis constant
KmA Michaelis constant for substrate A
k1,2,3,… rate constant in forward direction
k−1,−2,−3,… rate constant in reverse direction
kcat catalytic constant
kB Boltzmann constant (kB =R/N = 1.3810−23 J K−1)
kat katal, enzyme unit according to the SI system (mol s−1)
M amount of the drug applied
Mr relative molecular mass (dimensionless)
M number of binding classes per macromolecule
N number of identical binding sites per macromolecule
nh Hill coefficient
NA Avogadro’s constant (6.022× 1023 mol−1)
Or ordinate intercept
P, Q, R products
P polarization
R gas constant (8.314 J K−1 mol−1)
R fraction of ligands bound per macromolecule
ΔS standard reaction entropy
Sl slope
T absolute temperature (K)
T time (s)
U voltage (V)
v reaction velocity
v0 initial velocity for t= 0
V maximal velocity for substrate concentrations→∞
V d distribution volume
Y fraction of ligands bound per binding site
A normalized ligand concentration [A]/Kd
E molar absorption coefficient
Φ optical rotation
ΦF quantum yield
Φs substrate module (Thiele module)
H viscosity
𝜂e efficiency factor
𝜂e1 efficiency factor for first-order reactions
𝜆 wavelength (nm)
Θ ellipticity
P density (kg m−3)
T relaxation time
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Introduction and Definitions

An enzyme reaction in its simplest form can be written as

E + A
k1−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−1

EA
k2
→E + P.

Substrate A reacts with enzyme E to form an enzyme–substrate complex EA.
From this, product is formed in a consecutive irreversible step, and the enzyme
can enter into a new reaction cycle. To each reaction step belongs a specific rate
constant k. It is marked with a positive figure (k1, k2, k3,…) in the forward direc-
tion and with a negative one (k−1, k−2, k−3,…) in the backward. Upon a more
detailed examination of this apparently simple reaction, however, additional steps
must be considered:

E + A
k1−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−1

EA
k2−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−2

E∗A
k3−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−3

E∗P
k4−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−4

EP
k5−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−5

E + P.

Initially, substrate and enzyme form in a rapid equilibrium a loose association
complex EA. Rearrangement in the following step by interaction of the substrate
with the residues of the catalytic center yields a tight transition state complex
E*A. This state is prepared to convert the substrate into the product forming a
tight E*P complex, which turns into a loose association complex EP before dis-
sociating into free product and enzyme. The whole reaction sequence appears
quite symmetrical and can be run through from the forward direction, but sim-
ilarly from the backward direction, P acting as substrate and A as product. In
contrast to the upper simple scheme with two reaction steps and three rate con-
stants, 5 reaction steps with 10 rate constants must be considered for a more exact
description of the same reaction.

Closer observation of an enzyme reaction can reveal an even more complicated
situation. In fact, in most enzyme reactions more components are involved, such
as two or more substrates (A, B, C,…) and products (P, Q, R,…), cofactors, and,
as regulating components, inhibitors and activators (both also called effectors):
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Coenzyme

E + A EA E + PE*A E*P EP
k1

k–1

k2

k–2

k3

k–3

k4

k–4

k5

k–5

Cosubstrate

CoenzymeActivator

Inhibitor Coproduct

To unravel such complicated mechanisms, sophisticated theoretical treatments
and extensive methodical approaches are required. The first aim is to simplify
the scheme. Actually, each individual step can be assigned to two different types:
equilibrium and kinetic steps. Both types need their special treatment. Each reac-
tion starts with binding of a ligand to the enzyme, forming an equilibrium. Such
binding steps can individually be investigated by special binding methods. On the
other hand, the conversion of substrate to product is followed by kinetic methods.
Combination of both approaches, possibly including methods to detect confor-
mational changes, serves to uncover the central steps of the scheme. Finally, by
combining all the detailed results, the complete mechanism can be developed.

This consideration shows that kinetic studies alone are not sufficient to
describe an enzyme reaction thoroughly, as every kinetic step is preceded by a
binding step. Binding, as an equilibrium reaction, can only be investigated in
the complete absence of any kinetic process, and the theoretical treatments as
well as the methods for both reaction types are principally different. Therefore,
before going into enzyme kinetics, equilibria are discussed. Because of the strict
absence of kinetic processes, this treatment is not restricted to enzymes but is
applicable to any specific binding process. In this respect, binding is understood
as the specific interaction between two compounds. The ligand, usually a
low-molecular-mass compound such as a substrate, inhibitor, activator, inducer,
hormone, interacts with a larger target, such as a protein, receptor, or DNA. In
Chapters 1 and 2, for the target, the term macromolecule is used synonymously
with the term enzyme (both abbreviated as E), while Chapters 3–10 on enzyme
kinetics deal only with enzymes. For specific interaction with the ligand, the
macromolecule must possess a distinct region, a specific binding site, in contrast
to unspecific binding, which can occur at any appropriate region at the surface
of the macromolecule, such as ionic or hydrophobic groups. The various
mechanisms for equilibria between different ligands and macromolecules are
described under the term multiple equilibria.

The principal differences between equilibrium and kinetic investigations are
summarized in Table 1. Equilibria are time independent and, consequently, they
can principally be measured without time limit, while kinetic measurements are
bound to the relatively short reaction time. However, the fact that biological sub-
stances, especially enzymes, are not very stable under experimental conditions
demands short measure times also for equilibrium studies. In contrast to enzyme
reactions, where the chemical conversion of substrate to product can be used as
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Table 1 Differences between equilibrium and kinetic studies.

Procedure Equilibrium studies Enzyme kinetic studies

Time dependence Time-independent rapid
equilibrium

Time-dependent directional
progression

Detection principal Free and bound components
are chemically identical

Substrate and product are
chemically different

Detection sensitivity Dependent on macromolecule
concentration

Dependent on product
formation

Required amounts of
macromolecule

Macromolecule and ligand in
comparable amounts [E]∼ [A]

Catalytic enzyme amounts
[E]≪ [A]

Purity requirements Macromolecule present in
high purity

High enzyme activity; if there
are no disturbing influences
high purity is not required

Constants Thermodynamic constants:
dissociation (association)
constants

Kinetic constants: Michaelis
constant, maximum velocity

detection signal, reversible binding causes no intrinsic change in the features of
the components, so it is difficult to find a clear signal for detecting an equilibrium.
Due to the mostly weak signal, high amounts of the macromolecule are required,
because the share of binding is directly proportional to the macromolecule con-
centration. Kinetic experiments, in contrast, need only catalytic (i.e., very low)
amounts of the enzyme. The requirements for purity of the macromolecule are
also different. For binding measurements, where the knowledge of the molar con-
centration of the macromolecule is essential, high purity is required. For enzyme
kinetic determinations, on the other hand, the enzyme must be active but not
necessarily pure, as long as there are no disturbing influences, such as side reac-
tions. Finally, there are also differences in the constants. From equilibrium treat-
ments, thermodynamic constants, the association, or dissociation constants are
derived, while kinetic studies yield the more complex kinetic constants. Both
types of constants, however, are composed of rate constants, which are valid for
both approaches, and even with kinetic studies dissociation constants, such as
the inhibition constants, can be obtained. Taken together, it can be stated that
equilibrium studies are easier in the theoretical treatment but more difficult in
the experimental procedure, while in comparison experimental determination
of enzyme kinetics is easier, but the theoretical approach is more complex. The
easier methodological access is the reason for the broader application of enzyme
kinetics.

A special area is the treatment of fast reactions. This field can similarly be dif-
ferentiated into kinetic methods, which directly observe fast reactions, that is,
the continuous and stopped flow methods, and in techniques dealing with equi-
libria, such as relaxation methods (although the deviation from equilibrium is a
kinetic process). These techniques allow to analyze complex mechanisms from a
particular viewpoint and, besides the fact that fast processes become accessible,
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individual rate constants can be determined, rendering this approach as a valu-
able completion of equilibrium and kinetic studies with conventional methods.

For all areas treated in this book, a uniform nomenclature is applied. For
example, discussions of equilibrium that are based on thermodynamics deal
usually with association constants, while enzyme kinetics prefers dissociation
constants (the Michaelis constant is related to a dissociation constant). Both
types of constants describe principally the same equilibrium, only in a reversed
sense. In this book, dissociation constants are used throughout because the main
emphasis is on enzyme kinetics. The terms A, B, C, and so on are used for any
ligand, including substrates, which specifically bind to a macromolecule or an
enzyme. If it is necessary to discriminate between distinct types of ligands, diver-
gent terms are used, such as I for inhibitors. Enzyme products are designated
as P, Q, R, and so on. The macromolecule, with or without enzymatic activity, is
E. Generally, the NC-IUB recommendations (Nomenclature Committee of the
International Union of Biochemistry, 1982) and the IUPAC rules (International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, 1981) are considered. Concentrations are
indicated by square brackets ([A], [E], etc.). The reference list below specifies a
selection of text books relevant to the various fields treated in this book.
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1

1

Multiple Equilibria, Principles, and Derivations

1.1 General Considerations

Chemical reactions are initiated by accidental collision ofmolecules that have the
potential (e.g., sufficient energy) to react with one another to be converted into
products:

A + B → P +Q.

In living matter, it cannot be left to chance whether a reaction happens or not.
At the precise time, the respective compounds must be selected and converted
into products with high precision, while at unfavorable times spontaneous
reactions must be prevented. An important prerequisite for this selectivity of
reactions is the highly specific recognition of the required compound.Therefore,
any physiological reaction occurring in the organism is preceded by a specific
recognition or binding step between the respective molecule and a distinct
receptor. The exploration of binding processes is substantial for understanding
biological processes. The receptors can be enzymes as well as nonenzymatic
proteins such as serum albumin, membrane transport systems, receptors for
hormones or neurotransmitters, or nucleic acids. Generally, receptors aremacro-
molecular in nature and thus considerably larger than the efficacious molecules,
the ligands. For the binding process, however, both the macromolecule and its
ligand must be treated as equivalent partners (unlike for enzyme kinetics, where
the enzyme as catalyst does not take part in the reaction).
As a precondition for binding studies, specific binding must be established and

unspecific association excluded. There exist various reasons for unspecific bind-
ing such as hydrophobic or electrostatic interactions (charged ligands can act
as counterions for the surplus charges of proteins). A rough indicator for spe-
cific binding is the magnitude of the dissociation constant, which is mostly below
10−3 M (although there are exceptions such as the binding of H2O2 to catalase
or glucose to glucose isomerase). Specific binding is characterized by a defined
number of binding sites n, which is in stoichiometric relationship to the macro-
molecule. Ligands at high concentrations saturate the binding sites. Structurally
similar compounds can displace the ligand from its binding site, while unrelated
compounds have no effect. In contrast, unspecific binding has no defined number
of binding sites, and the binding process is not saturable.

Enzyme Kinetics: Principles and Methods,Third Edition. Hans Bisswanger.
© 2017Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2017 byWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.



2 1 Multiple Equilibria, Principles, and Derivations

In the following sections, the processes leading to a specific interaction
between a ligand and a macromolecule are described, that is, how the ligand
finds its binding site and which factors determine the affinity. The essen-
tial mechanisms of interaction between ligand and macromolecule are then
presented.

1.2 Diffusion

A prerequisite for any reaction of a ligand with a macromolecule is that the part-
ners must find one another. A particle moves in the free space straight ahead
with a kinetic energy of kBT∕2, T being the absolute temperature and kB the
Boltzmann constant. According to Einstein’s relationship, a particlewith themass
mmoving in a distinct direction with velocity v possesses kinetic energy mv2∕2.
Combining both relationships, Eq. (1.1) follows:

v2 = kBT∕m. (1.1)

Accordingly, a macromolecule such as the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase
(Mr = 140 000) would move at a rate of 4ms−1, its substrate lactic acid
(Mr = 90.1) at 170ms−1, a water molecule (Mr = 18) at 370ms−1. Enzyme and
substrate will fly past one another like rifle bullets. In the dense fluid of the cell,
however, the moving particles are permanently hampered and deflected from
linear movement by countless obstacles: water molecules, ions, metabolites,
macromolecules, and membranes. Thus, the molecule moves rather like a stag-
gering drunkard than straight ahead. But this tumbling increases the collision
frequency and the probability of distinct molecules meeting one another.
The distance x covered by a molecule in solution within time t in one direction

depends on the diffusion coefficient D according to the equation:

x2 = 2 Dt. (1.2)

The diffusion coefficient is itself a function of the concentration of the diffus-
ing compound; in dilute solution, it can be considered as constant. It depends on
the particle size, consistency of the fluid, and temperature. For small molecules
in water, the coefficient is D = 10−5 cm2 s−1. A cell with the length of 1 μm is
passed within 500 μs, 1 mm within 500 s, and so on; thus, for a thousandfold
distance a millionfold time is required. This demonstrates that there exists no
“diffusion velocity”; the movement of the molecules is not proportional to time
but to its square root. A diffusing molecule does not remember its previous posi-
tion; it does not strive systematically for new spaces but searches new regions
randomly in undirectedmovement. As an example, a 10-cm-high saccharose gra-
dient (Dsaccharose = 5 × 10−6 cm2 s−1), used in ultracentrifugation for separation
and molecular mass determination of macromolecules, has a life span of about
4 months.The tendency of the gradient to equalize its concentration is consider-
ably low.
Equation (1.2) describes the one-dimensional diffusion of a molecule. For dif-

fusion in a three-dimensional space over a distance r, the diffusion into the three
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space directions x, y, and z is assumed to be independent of each other:

r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 = 6 Dt. (1.3)

Mere meeting of ligand and macromolecule is not sufficient to accomplish
specific binding; rather, the ligand must locate the binding site on the macro-
molecule. This is realized by translocation of the ligand volume 4𝜋R3∕3 by the
relevant distance of its own radius R. After a time tx, the molecule has searched
according to Eq. (1.3) for r = R a volume of

6 Dtx
R2 ⋅

4𝜋R3

3
= 8𝜋DRtx. (1.4)

The volume searched per time unit is 8𝜋DR, and the probability of collision for
a certain particle in solution is proportional to the diffusion coefficient and the
particle radius.
At the start of a reaction A + B → P, both participants are equally distributed

in solution. Within a short time, molecules of one type, for example, B, become
depleted in the vicinity of the molecule of the other type (A) not yet converted,
so that a concentration gradient is formed. Consequently, a net flow Φ of B
molecules occurs in the direction of the A molecules located at a distance r,

Φ = dn
dt

= DF dc
dr

, (1.5)

n is the net surplus of molecules passing through an area F within time t, and c
is the concentration of B molecules located at a distance r from the A molecules.
This relationship in its general form is known as Fick’s first law of diffusion. In our
example of a reaction of two reactants, F has the dimension of a spherical surface
with the radius r. Eq. (1.5) then changes into(

dc
dr

)
r
= Φ

4𝜋r2D′ (1.6)

D′ is the diffusion coefficient for the relative diffusion of the reactive molecules.
Integration of Eq. (1.6) yields

cr = c∞ − Φ
4𝜋rD′ (1.7)

where cr is the concentration of B molecules at the distance r and c∞ the
concentration at infinite distance from the A molecules. The last corresponds
approximately to the average concentration of B molecules. The net flow Φ is
proportional to the reaction rate and that is again proportional to the average
concentration c of those B molecules just in collision with the A molecules, rA+B
being the sum of the radii of an A and a B molecule:

Φ = kcrA+B (1.8)

where k is the rate constant of the reaction in the steady state, where cr becomes
equal to crA+B and r equal to rA+B. Substituted into Eq. (1.7), this becomes

crA+B =
c∞

1 + k
4𝜋rA+BD′

. (1.9)
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The net flow under steady-state conditions is

Φ = kac∞ (1.10)

where ka is the relevant association rate constant. Equations (1.8)–(1.10)may thus
be rewritten as

1
ka

= 1
4𝜋rA+BD′ +

1
k
. (1.11)

This relation becomes linear in a graph plotting 1∕ka against the viscosity 𝜂
of the solution as, according to the Einstein–Sutherland equation, the diffusion
coefficient at infinite dilution D0 is inversely proportional to the friction coeffi-
cient f and that again is directly proportional to the viscosity 𝜂:

D0 =
kBT
f

=
kBT
6𝜋𝜂r

. (1.12)

1∕k is the ordinate intercept. In the case of k ≫ 4𝜋rA+BD′, the intercept is
placed near the coordinate base; it becomes

ka = 4𝜋rA+BD′. (1.13)

This borderline relationship is known as the Smoluchowski limit for translating
diffusion; the reaction is diffusion controlled. In contrast, in reaction-controlled
reactions, the step following diffusion, that is, the substrate turnover, determines
the rate. A depletion zone emerges around the enzyme molecule, as substrate
molecules are not replaced fast enough. A diffusion-limited dissociation occurs if
the dissociation of the product limits the reaction. Viewing two equally reactive
spheres with radii rA and rB and diffusion coefficients DA and DB, we obtain for
Eq. (1.13):

ka = 4𝜋rA+BD′ = 4𝜋(rA + rB)(DA + DB). (1.14)

By substituting Eq. (1.12) and with the approximation rA = rB and with D0 =
DA = DB, we obtain

ka =
8kBT
3𝜂

. (1.15)

Thus, the association rate constants for diffusion-controlled reactions are in
the range 109 − 1010 M−1 s−1.

1.3 Modes of Ligand Binding

Uniform values should be obtained if the rate constants are exclusively deter-
mined by diffusion. In reality, however, the values of the rate constants of
diffusion-controlled reactions of macromolecules vary within a range of more
than five orders of magnitude. The reason for this variation is that, for successful
binding of the ligand, random collision with the macromolecule is not sufficient.
Both molecules must be in a favorable position to each other. This causes a
considerable retardation of the binding process. On the other hand, attracting
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forces could facilitate the interaction and direct the ligands toward their proper
orientation. Under such conditions, rate constants can even surpass the values
of mere diffusion control. Quantitative recording of such influences is difficult as
they depend on the specific structures of both themacromolecule and the ligand.
Theories have been developed to establish general rules for ligand binding.
Ligands approach a macromolecule at a rate according to Eq. (1.13), but only

those meeting the correct site in the right orientation will react. If the binding
site is considered as a circular area, forming an angle 𝛼 with the center of the
macromolecule (Figure 1.1a), the association rate constant of Eq. (1.13) will be
reduced by the sine of that angle:

ka = 4𝜋rA+BD′ sin 𝛼. (1.16)

The necessity of appropriate orientation between ligand and binding site
should be considered by the introduction of a suitable factor, depending on the
nature of the reactive groups involved. It is also suggested that the ligand may
associate unspecifically to the surface of the macromolecule, where it dissociates
in a two-dimensional diffusion to find the binding site (sliding model; Berg, 1985,
Figure 1.1b).The initial unspecific binding, however, cannot distinguish between
the specific ligand and other metabolites, which may also bind and impede
the two-dimensional diffusion. The gating model (Figure 1.1c) assumes the
binding site to be opened and closed like a gate by changing the conformation of

Enzyme

Substrate

r
α

Binding site

Sliding

Productive
binding

Unproductive
binding

Closed

Gate 

Open 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1 Modes of ligand binding. (a) Interaction of a substrate molecule with its binding
site on the enzyme. (b) Different types of interaction between ligand and macromolecule.
(c) Gating.
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the protein, thus modulating the accessibility for the ligand (McCammon and
Northrup, 1981).
A basic limit for the association rate constant for the enzyme substrate is

the quotient from the catalytic constant kcat and the Michaelis constant Km (cf.
Section 2.2.1):

kcat
Km

=
kcatk1

k−1 + k2
. (1.17)

For a diffusion-controlled reaction, the value is frequently around 108 M−1 s−1.
The reaction rate for most enzyme reactions is determined more by the nonco-
valent steps during substrate binding and product dissociation rather than by the
cleavage of bounds.

1.4 Interaction between Macromolecules and Ligands

1.4.1 Binding Constants

Binding of a ligand A to a macromolecule E

E + A
k1−−−−⇀↽−−−−
k−1

EA (1.18)

is described with the law of mass action, applying the association constant Ka

Ka =
k1
k−1

= [EA]
[A][E]

(1.19a)

or its reciprocal value, the dissociation constant Kd

Kd =
k−1
k1

= [A][E]
[EA]

. (1.19b)

Both notations are used: the association constant more frequently for the
treatment of equilibria and the dissociation constant for enzyme kinetics. Here,
the dissociation constant is employed throughout. The association constant has
the dimension of a reciprocal concentration (M−1); the higher the numerical
value, the higher the affinity. Conversely, dissociation constants possess the
dimension of a concentration (M), and lower values indicate stronger binding.
Equations (1.19a) and (1.19b) are not quite correct. The concentration terms
should be transformed into activity terms by multiplying with an activity
coefficient f , for example, a = f [A]. Since f approaches 1 in dilute solutions, this
factor can be disregarded for enzyme reactions.
If one reaction component is present in such a large excess that its concen-

tration change during the reaction can be neglected, its concentration can be
combined with the rate constant. This applies especially for water, if it takes part
in the reaction, especially in hydrolytic processes:

A +H2O
enzyme
−−−−⇀↽−−−− P +Q.

Water as a solvent with a concentration of 55.56 mol l−1 exceeds by far the
nano- to millimolar amounts of all other components in an enzyme assay and
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any change in its concentration will hardly be detectable. A binding constant for
water cannot be determined, and the reaction is treated as if water is not involved:

K ′
d =

[A][H2O]
[P][Q]

= Kd[H2O]; Kd =
[A]

[P][Q]
.

Hydrogen ions, frequently involved in enzyme reactions, are treated in a similar
manner. An apparent dissociation constant is defined:

Kapp = Kd[H+].

Contrary to genuine equilibrium constants, this constant is dependent on the
pH value in the solution.

1.4.2 Binding to a Single Site

The binding constants for a distinct system can be determined applying the mass
action law (Eq. (1.19)). For this, the concentrations of the freemacromolecule [E],
the free substrate [A], and the enzyme–substrate complex [EA] must be known,
but this is usually not the case. Only the total amounts of macromolecule [E]0
and ligand [A]0 added to the reaction can be considered as known.They separate
into free and bound components according to the mass conservation principle:

[E]0 = [E] + [EA], (1.20)
[A]0 = [A] + [EA]. (1.21)

As is described in Chapter 11, the portion of the ligand bound to the macro-
molecule [A]bound can be obtained by binding experiments. If only one ligand
molecule binds to themacromolecule as formulated in Eq. (1.18), [A]bound is equal
to [EA]. Substituting Eq. (1.20) into Eq. (1.19b) eliminates the freemacromolecule
concentration [E]:

[A]bound =
[E]0[A]
Kd + [A]

. (1.22)

This equation describes the binding of a ligand to a macromolecule with one
binding site, obviously the only possible mechanism for this case. Many enzymes
and macromolecules, however, can bind more than one ligand molecule, and for
such cases different bindingmechanismsmust be considered.They are presented
in the following sections, where treatment and evaluation of the respective bind-
ing equations is also discussed.

1.5 Binding to Identical Independent Sites

1.5.1 General Binding Equation

Proteins and enzymes in living organisms are composedmostly of more than one
subunit. Often all subunits are identical, and in such cases it can be taken that
every subunit carries the same identical binding site for the ligand, so that the
number n of binding sites is identical to the number of subunits. This is a plau-
sible assumption, but it must be kept in mind that in the treatment of binding
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processes identity means equality of binding constants. If the affinities of binding
sites located on nonidentical subunits are the same by chance, or if a single sub-
unit possesses more than one binding site with similar binding constants (e.g.,
due to gene duplication), this will not be differentiated by binding analysis and
requires additional experiments.
For the binding of a ligand to a macromolecule with a single binding site

only one binding mechanism exists, whereas several modes of binding are
possible when the macromolecule carries more than one binding site, as shown
in Figure 1.2. If the sites are identical, binding can either proceed independently
(Figure 1.2b), or interactions between the sites can influence the binding
course (Figure 1.2c). The same two possibilities exist if the sites are not identical
(Figure 1.2d,e), but in both cases complex binding behavior is observed. These
different binding modes are discussed in the following sections, while this
section treats the simplest case, independent binding to identical sites. Actually,
an independent binding process is already described by Eq. (1.22), since it should

Binding to a single site

Identical, independent sites Nonidentical, independent sites

Identical, interacting sites Nonidentical, interacting sites

(b)

(c) (e)

(d)

(a)

Figure 1.2 Modes of binding of a ligand to a macromolecule. Binding to one single site (a)
follows a normal binding course. If the macromolecule possesses more (e.g., four) binding
sites, four different binding modes are possible. If the sites are identical and independent,
normal binding occurs (b), whereas characteristic deviations appear if the binding sites
interact with one another (c). Deviations also occur for the case of nonidentical binding sites
even if they are independent (d) and the more if they interact with one another (e).


